
The truth is, the Black MS experience is unique so it’s important to advocate 

for yourself.” Dr. Mitzi Joi Williams, neurologist and MS specialist, shares 

advice on being an active participant in your healthcare journey.

“

If you aren’t getting what you need, it’s okay to seek  

a second or third opinion until you find a doctor who 

you connect with and listens to you. Consider this  

a partnership.

Find a doctor you trustTIP #1

Do you have questions? Don’t be afraid to speak up and 

get the clarity you need to live your best life with MS. 

Write down your questions when you think of them, or 

use a voice memo on your smartphone, so you have a 

list that you and your doctor can go through together at 

your next appointment.

Don’t be afraid to ask questionsTIP #4

All symptoms are important to pay attention to, whether 

they are visible or not, especially because Black people 

are at risk of experiencing more severe symptoms than 

other patient populations. Start a health journal so you 

can document any changes in symptoms you might 

experience day-to-day and proactively share updates 

with your healthcare provider. The more we know, the 

better we can help take care of you. 

Keep track of symptomsTIP #2

You’re not alone. There’s a community out there to 

support you through all stages of your MS journey. Find 

your support network by reaching out to advocacy 

organizations or connecting with others online.

Connect with the MS communityTIP #5

Work with your healthcare provider to find a disease-

modifying treatment (DMT) that works for you ASAP.  

Why? MS is a progressive disease from the start, and 

the Black MS community tends to have faster disability 

progression than your White counterparts.1,2,3  

Starting on a high-e�cacy DMT early may help delay 

that process. 

Prioritize your treatmentTIP #3

“How can you become an empowered 

patient? By actively participating in 

decisions and actions related to your 

health, especially when it comes to 

your MS diagnosis and treatment 

plan. Take advantage of the available 

tools and resources (like this tip sheet!) 

that can help guide you in your MS 

journey. We’re in this together.”
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Be sure to print, save and share these tips with others in the MS community! 


